
...guard your crypto assets
for life



LEGACY ?

Legacy is a decentralized
app that enables the transfer
of cryptocurrency(s) as an
inheritance to next of kin(s)
to help reduce loss of assets.



Crypto-currency adopters tend to lose their fortune after
death or misplace their wallet passwords, secret phrases,

etc. And about $140 billion worth of bitcoin (20% of
Bitcoin) has been lost due to private keys.

 With Legacy, users will be able to schedule automatic
transfer of crypto-currencies to next of kin's wallet or a

secondary wallet after a period of dormancy.

User will add next of kin's / 
secondary wallet address and

network.

User will add timeframe to
initiate transfer of cryptocurrency 

Our Philosophy

WHAT ARE WE
SOLVING?

Problem



USE 
CASES ++

Misplaced Wallet 
30%

Inheritance 
70%

Inheritance

Misplaced

wallet

With Legacy, users will be able to secure their fortune as an inheritance to next
of kin or retreive lost funds from misplaced wallet and more...

Solution



WHY
NOW?

The crypto space keeps growing everyday, and with over 150million crypto enablers as at 2021,
humans get care-free about having to store their private keys. Hence, losing million of dollars of

crypto, yearly. 



MARKET SIZE

TAM - $1.76 trillion

Our solution can be used widely by the entire crypto/digital community



COMPETITORS

VAULT 12

 PASS ON



COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

Legacy does not store your key phrase

Legacy makes it a connected chain of transfers

Your tokens only gets transferred on your set commands



User will add next of kin's / 
secondary wallet address and

network.

User will add timeframe to
initiate transfer of cryptocurrency 
after a set period of dormancy.

Add Receivers Details Schedule Transfer

Using Legacy



Business
Model

Legacy uses a subscription based model
 on which plans are differentiated by the number of assets owned.



Marketing
Strategy

email/content marketing

blog posts

search engines & social media platforms

web3 partnerships



Per/User Fee/Mth Inc/Yr

100 $2 * 100 * 12 $2,400

10000 $2 * 10000 * 12 $240,000

Financials

The crypto space is an ever growing space and these are defined even way beyond real
expectations of this space.

It just can't be ignored.



TEAM
Backend Developer, Nigeria.

Product Manager, Nigeria.

Frontend Developer, Nigeria.

SAHEED LUKMAN

CHUKWUKA OKORIE

TEMITOPE AROYEWON

ADEWALE MAYOWA
Product Designer, Nigeria.



FUTURE
PLANS

Implementation of multiple
inheritance, allowing user select
heirs and percentage they should
receive.
Verification of URLs/E-mails to
avoid loss of assets.
Implementation of transfer of
Divorce rights using
cryptocurrencies.
Schedule of recurring
cryptocurrency transfers
Implementation of NFT
Inheritance.



Figma Design



THANK
YOU
We look forward to working with you

LOCATION

Lagos, Nigeria

+2349079946434


